
Going  Green:  Your  Animal
Sanctuary and The Environment
…Cows Infographic Things That Are Toxic To Donkeys Things That
Are Toxic To Ducks Things That Are Toxic To Geese Things That
Are Toxic To Goats / Foods Toxic To…

Daily  Diet,  Treats,  &
Supplements For Cows
…more likely to consume these toxic plants. So just because you
have never had an issue with toxicity, this does not mean that
your pastures do not contain toxic plants….

Sharing  Your  Home  With
Chickens
…is toxic to birds when inhaled. At high temperatures, items
containing  PTFE  can  put  out  highly  toxic  fumes,  causing
Polytetrafluoroethylene Toxicosis (also known as Teflon Flu and
Polymer Fume Fever)….
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Goat Resident Safety Part 1:
General Safety Considerations
…when  bringing  things  into  goat  resident  spaces.  Goats  are
notorious for getting into things they shouldn’t, for instance,
taking things out of your health check kit or ripping (and
subsequently…

Daily  Diet,  Treats  and
Supplements for Chickens
…known  poisonous  greens  (see  “Things  that  are  toxic  to
chickens”, below). Insoluble Grit Not to be confused with the
diner classic, insoluble grit refers to small hard rocks and
pebbles…

The  Open  Sanctuary  Podcast:
Caring  For  Chickens  Indoors
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Part  2:  Practical
Considerations
…you live with your feathered friends indoors, as well as some
of our personal experiences with things that work, things to
look out for, and how to make this special…

Daily  Diet,  Treats,  And
Supplements For Pigs
…good example is kale- while the leaves are a great addition to
a pig resident’s diet, the seeds and roots are toxic. Check out
our list of toxic and questionable…

Biosecurity  Part  2:  Creating
And Implementing A Biosecurity
Plan
…things may fall to the biosecurity coordinators, there may be
other things that need to be a team effort. For example, who
launders fabric coveralls? What procedures and protocols are…
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Resident  Drinking  Water
Considerations At Your Animal
Sanctuary
…freely.  Containers*  There  are  numerous  dishes,  containers,
devices,  etc.  that  can  be  used  to  provide  your  residents’
drinking water. To keep things simple, we’re going to refer to
these generally…

All  About  Social  Media  For
Your Animal Sanctuary
…(if not slightly lower maintenance) platform for your sanctuary
to  participate  in,  in  addition  to  the  other  platforms.
Sanctuaries  can  leverage  Pinterest  by  sharing  things  like
resident photos and stories,…
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